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PREHISTORIC PLANET 3D
Length: 45 minutes
Step back in time to an extraordinary prehistoric world. Journey through the seasons, and experience a year in the life of dinosaurs fighting, feeding, migrating, playing and hunting.

UNDER THE SEA 3D
Length: 45 minutes
Dive into the depths and be transported to exotic marine locations to experience underwater creatures, habitats and environments more diverse, complex and colourful than you could ever imagine.

TINY GIANTS 3D
Length: 45 minutes
Using incredibly immersive specialist 3D cameras, follow a chipmunk in an untamed wild woodland, and a grass-hopper mouse in an unforgiving scorched desert, as they face some ferocious rivals.

A BEAUTIFUL PLANET 3D
Length: 45 minutes
A breathtaking portrait of Earth from space, providing a unique perspective and increased understanding of our planet and galaxy as never seen before. Made in cooperation NASA.

BUGS: MIGHTY MICRO MONSTERS 3D
Length: 45 minutes
Shrink down and step into the hidden world of super-powered bugs! See beetles that shoot chemical fire and lift enormous weights; even a bug that can transform itself into another creature entirely!

FLIGHT OF THE BUTTERFLIES 3D
Length: 45 minutes
Join us on an extraordinary journey, one that spans not only miles but generations, across a continent and to a magical destination. Unlock the secrets of the greatest migration on earth!